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Introduction

In 1992, ADM William Studeman, then Director of the National
Security Agency (NSA) and former Acting Director of the
Central Intelligence Agency (CIA), gave a presentation on the
history of the Foreign Broadcast Information Service (FBIS),
the predecessor to today’s CIA Open Source Enterprise.
Reflecting on the end of the Cold War, ADM Studeman opined
that throughout the intelligence community “no area is full
of more promise for intelligence than open source access
and exploitation.”1
ADM Studeman’s comments may have shocked some in
the audience given his leadership in America’s human intelligence (HUMINT) and signals intelligence (SIGINT) disciplines,
but his comments were hardly novel. In 1947, U.S. intelligence pioneer Sherman Kent estimated that 80 percent of
the information policymakers require could be found in open
sources.2 Former Director of the Defense Intelligence Agency
LTG Samuel Wilson went further, estimating that open sources
account for 90 percent of relevant intelligence.3
Despite its apparent popularity, open-source intelligence
(OSINT) made little progress through the early 21st century.
In 1997, CIA budget cuts nearly dissolved FBIS. A decade
later, a congressional report found that intelligence professionals “disagree over [open source information’s] value relative to that of clandestinely-collected secret information.”4
Demonstrating the point, a 2005 article in The Washington
Times quoted an unnamed Director of Central Intelligence,
claiming “I only have money to pay for secrets” when confronted with an OSINT-related proposal.5
Congress was more confident in OSINT. In 2004, it passed
the Intelligence Reform and Terrorism Prevention Act, which
identified OSINT as “a valuable source that must be integrated into the intelligence cycle [process].”6 A few months
later, The Commission on the Intelligence Capabilities of the
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United States Regarding Weapons of Mass Destruction indicated that “the need for exploiting open source material is
greater now than ever before” but also that “the Intelligence
Community’s open source programs have not expanded commensurate with either the increase in available information
or with the growing importance of open source data.”7 By
2006, OSINT had entered federal law through the National
Defense Authorization Act. The act included a number of
OSINT-related provisions, including a mandate for the Defense
Intelligence Enterprise to establish plans for an OSINT specialty in the Services.8
The advent of social media was likely the driver for Congress’s
interest. In mid-2004, Myspace became the first social media
platform to record one million active users. Within 3 years,
YouTube had achieved nearly 150 million subscribers.9 Over
the next decade, social media—applications and platforms
enabling users to create and share content about their lives—
would expand to reach nearly one in three people on Earth.10
Nearly two decades since the Intelligence Reform and
Terrorism Prevention Act was signed into law, little OSINT integration has occurred. The Office of the Director of National
Intelligence identifies OSINT as a separate discipline, but the
Department of Defense (DoD) has failed to truly integrate it
into the intelligence process or to establish OSINT specialties
in the Services. OSINT operations remain ad hoc, budgetary
support remains limited, and even regulatory guidance is
practically nonexistent. As global public data continues to
increase, questions abound. What is OSINT? How is it different from publicly available information (PAI), and why do
we care? Why, despite endorsement from the Director of
National Intelligence and countless intelligence community
leaders, does it remain a virtual afterthought in most intelligence organizations?11 Is OSINT a discipline, or should PAI
be just another data source?

The OSINT Conundrum

Disagreements continue over the distinction between OSINT
and PAI. Army policy requires special authorities and additional
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training to collect, exploit, or produce OSINT-derived products.12 PAI requires no additional training or authority. The
permissiveness offered by avoiding “OSINT” creates a natural
incentive for intelligence professionals to forgo “OSINT activities” in favor of “PAI exploitation.” The question is, can they?
Neither federal law nor executive order defines PAI, but
DoD Manual 5240.01, Procedures Governing the Conduct of
DoD Intelligence Activities, defines PAI as—
Information that has been published or broadcast for public consumption, is available on request to the public, is accessible on-line
or otherwise to the public, is available to the public by subscription or purchase, could be seen or heard by any casual observer,
is made available at a meeting open to the public, or is obtained
by visiting any place or attending any event that is open to the
public.13

PAI is information accessible to the public, including information the public can purchase. Unlike PAI, federal law does
define OSINT in the 2006 National Defense Authorization Act:
Intelligence that is produced from publicly available information
and is collected, exploited, and disseminated in a timely manner to
an appropriate audience for the purpose of addressing a specific
intelligence requirement.14

OSINT is produced using PAI that addresses an intelligence
requirement. In other words, any intelligence-related PAI
collection, exploitation, or production—whether conducted
by a trained “OSINTer” or another single-source intelligence
element—qualifies as OSINT.
The implications are significant. Despite training mandates,
the Service provides no force structure and few program resources to sustain an OSINT capability. As a result, most organizations have the choice of either gutting other intelligence
capabilities to pursue OSINT or accepting a prohibition on the
use of PAI. Given its widespread availability, low acquisition
cost, and increasing relevance to national security, excluding
PAI from intelligence activity is unproductive.
Fortunately, it is also unnecessary—at least from a practical perspective. While Army and joint publications recognize
OSINT as a separate discipline, they fail to define what makes
OSINT unique; therefore, they also fail to define what activities require additional training and authorization.15 Moreover,
many conventional disciplines already collect PAI in some
form, often as part of their mission. For example—
Ê Internet Relay Chat (IRC) chats and message boards
certainly are “communications systems,” a component
of SIGINT.16
Ê Instagram photos, Google Street View imagery, and
commercial satellite photography all fit into definitions
of imagery intelligence.17
Ê Ship and aircraft transponder signatures, reported
over publicly available Automatic Identification System
and Automatic Dependent Surveillance-Broadcast systems, fit well into the NSA’s definition of electronic
intelligence.18
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Presumably, the OSINT discipline must involve some discrete characteristics that other disciplines do not have. By
defining these, Army intelligence can better determine which
PAI-related activities require OSINT-specific training and authorities and which may be pursued by other disciplines. In
an attempt to better characterize the difference between
“OSINT the discipline” and other intelligence applications for
PAI, let’s examine OSINT’s unique characteristics.

Defining the Discipline

JP 2-0, Joint Intelligence, defines intelligence disciplines as
“well-defined areas that involve specific categories, collections, and analysis with emphasis on technical or human resources capabilities.”19 This is not universally true of OSINT,
at least not the legal definition. That definition—which effectively says that OSINT is any PAI used for intelligence
purposes—includes commercial imagery, communications
systems, electronic emissions, and a host of other data that
are already germane to other disciplines.
While the legal definition of OSINT is too broad to align
neatly with the characteristics of a discipline, recent experiences in the public and private sector demonstrate a number
of unique features that can identify influence activities and
drive kinetic operations. Recent publications also indicate
that certain data categories and collections are unique to
OSINT. These include—
Ê Collection of bulk volume and content data across
public platforms.
Ê Collection of location indicators, including textual clues
and background features.
Ê Collection of social network information, based on user
content and online interaction.
Ê Exploitation of metadata embedded in digital files, including images and videos.
Ê Exploitation of transaction data, including block-chain
and foreign currency transfers.
Ê Detection of bots, using transmission volume and online transmission patterns.
Ê Exploitation of dark web content, including the use of
commercial indexing tools.20
The operational variables (political, military, economic, social,
information, infrastructure [PMESII]) and civil considerations
(areas, structures, capabilities, organizations, people, and
events [ASCOPE]) provide a way to structure OSINT collections
and data. The table, on the next page, provides an example
for grouping OSINT data using these analytic frameworks.
In many cases, information pertinent to other single-source
elements is also online. Often, PAI offers a less intrusive,
cheaper mechanism for acquisition without relying on the
intelligence community’s more traditional collection systems.
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Managing OSINT as a distinct discipline does not prevent
its use by other intelligence activities, nor does it mean that
any intelligence activity using PAI should be bound by OSINTspecific training and authority requirements. PAI offers value
to every intelligence discipline; the challenge is how to shed
the bureaucratic burden without undermining effectiveness.21

Single-Source OSINT Integration

Social media purportedly offers something for everyone.
It turns out that “everyone” includes the Army’s other single-source disciplines. Social media is not alone in this regard:
PAI, which now comprises nearly two billion active websites,
five billion social media profiles, and billions of daily users,
offers a treasure trove of single-source data.

HUMINT

Over the past few years, academics have written volumes
on the threat that technology poses to HUMINT activities,
including statements contending digital integration creates
an environment prohibitive to spy work. As the argument
goes, on one hand, adversaries can access online personal
data, preventing would-be agents from assuming new identities, and on the other hand, a limited online footprint invites
scrutiny because it is anomalous.22
Although the internet is responsible for many of these challenges, it may also be the solution. Ubiquitous data platforms,
such as social media, present a virtually unlimited pool of potential sources, many of whom volunteer details of their placement and access online. Chat programs, job forums, dating
sites, and other networking platforms offer easy opportunities
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to establish contact and build rapport. America’s adversaries have certainly made use of the online environment. For
example, from 2014 through 2018, the Islamic State of Iraq
and Syria (ISIS) choreographed a spectacularly successful online recruitment campaign, attracting up to 40,000 foreign
nationals from 110 different countries.23 Some studies indicate that recruits so deeply immersed themselves in ISIS’s
ideology that they were willing to kill for the group without
ever having met an actual ISIS member.24
Virtual HUMINT may offer options to maintain source
networks while reducing scrutiny from adversaries. A 2015
study from the Naval Postgraduate School assessed available
online platforms, the source acquisition cycle, and source
maintenance in a virtual environment. The study’s author
found that—
The online environments of social networking, dating, and gaming can serve as effective mechanisms for the virtual recruitment
of human sources. Furthermore, most of the countries and territories that are of interest for intelligence collectors can be accessed
through these environments—making virtual HUMINT not only a
possibility but also a realistic option.25

GEOINT

Unlike HUMINT, geospatial intelligence (GEOINT) has integrated open-source data for years. Beginning in the 1990s,
America’s GEOINT organizations began purchasing commercial imagery to fill coverage gaps and acquire releasable
content for partners. In late 2008, the National GeospatialIntelligence Agency expanded the intelligence community’s
commercial imagery acquisitions, awarding the $7 billion
commercial imagery contract to private sector companies.26
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The National Reconnaissance Office has since assumed management of the contract and plans to expand its commercial
partnerships significantly.
This trend will likely accelerate. Over the past two decades,
the commercial imagery market has exploded worldwide, with
top satellite manufacturers fielding more than 300 imaging
platforms in the past decade. Commercial platforms now
deliver better image quality than spy satellites did just two
decades ago. Furthermore, ground-based imagery from social
media users, bloggers, activists, and other sources continue
to expand at a breakneck pace, offering a low-cost source of
high-resolution, multi-angle imagery for exploitation.27

SIGINT

The NSA defines
SIGINT as “intelligence
derived from electronic signals and systems used by foreign
targets, such as communications systems,
radars, and weapons systems.”28 While NSA rarely discusses the exact communication
systems targeted, it is widely accepted
that this includes cellular phones and other
connected computing devices.29
The growth of PAI—much of which is generated
on cellular phones and other computing devices—
offers a glut of SIGINT-relevant data. Social media
“friends,” “likes,” and “shares” offer insight into network
structures and relations. Website posts and IRC chats offer
context and the ability to monitor target interaction. In many
instances, traditional SIGINT and emerging OSINT functions
overlap:30
Ê Both disciplines define networks based on communication activities (cellular metadata versus Facebook
friends).
Ê Both disciplines glean understanding from message
content (telephone conversations versus chat features).
Ê Both disciplines collect from the target’s perspective,
making both vulnerable to bias and inaccuracy but also
useful for sentiment sampling.
Integrating OSINT and SIGINT is not only logical, but the
defining characteristics of each discipline incorporate similar
concepts. A recent survey found that nearly three quarters of
respondents used social media as a primary communication
system, making social media an explicit target for SIGINT collection.31 Conversely, much of the content on social media is
publicly available, making it an explicit OSINT target as well.
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The same goes for nearly every social media platform, chat
server, and content hosting site on the web.
The challenge is policy. Army directives layer additional authority, training, and oversight requirements on intelligence
professionals planning to exploit PAI with no exception for
information that is already germane to other disciplines. This
creates an incentive either to ignore Army mandates or to
ignore the troves of information awaiting discovery online.

Recommendations

OSINT—whether a separate discipline or a contributor to
other single-source activities—represents the world’s
largest, cheapest, most accessible intelligence
source. When pursued aggressively, it has
proven invaluable to national
security operations. Though
Army OSINT successes remain classified, widely
publicized OSINT vignettes demonstrate
the utility of focused PAI
exploitation. Examples
of these are Russia’s
role in the downing of
Malaysian Airlines flight
MH17 and the identification of Sergei Skripal’s would-be
assassins.32

Still, problems are everywhere. The
Army OSINT program is lacking in scope
and resourcing, training is not institutionalized, and policy is limited and outdated. Additionally,
few dedicated OSINT personnel remain on modified tables
of organization and equipment or tables of distribution and
allowances across the force. Today’s challenges are not insurmountable, but they will require a dedicated effort and real
prioritization from Army intelligence leaders. The following
recommendations may constitute a good starting point: (1)
formalize the Army OSINT discipline and (2) resolve OSINT
policy conflicts.
Formalize the Army OSINT Discipline. The Army has made
some incremental progress toward formalizing OSINT over
the past 6 years. This includes publishing an Army techniques publication (ATP 2-22.9, Open-Source Intelligence);
a Service-level OSINT strategy, Army Directive 2016-37, U.S.
Army Open-Source Intelligence Activities; and a DOTMLPF–P
assessment.33 Yet, OSINT remains largely an ad hoc operation with incomplete policy and almost no program support.
With PAI growth continuing to outpace exploitation capability, incremental progress is no longer adequate. Army intelligence leaders must decide how to treat OSINT and PAI
and determine what capabilities are required to effectively
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integrate public data into Army intelligence activities. A
good place to start is by clearly delineating discipline-specific OSINT tasks and functions from other single-source
applications. Next, the Army G-2 should work with Army
major commands and Army Service component commands
to formulate a Service-wide OSINT requirement. This requirement should include specific short-term, mid-range,
and long-term objectives, with accompanying resource and
personnel requirements, and should receive the Army G-2’s
endorsement before submission to the appropriate program
evaluation group.
Resolve OSINT Policy Conflicts. Army OSINT policy is not
only outdated and incomplete, but it is also inconsistent with
joint doctrine. For instance, JP 2-03, Geospatial Intelligence
in Joint Operations, mentions GEOINT applications for commercial imagery and open-source data nine times,34 but the
Army directive prohibits collection of either without separate
written authority, a separate collection plan, and additional
training. In many cases, single-source elements are not even
aware of these requirements. One reason is the absence of
an Army regulation clarifying OSINT- and PAI-related requirements. That document remains in draft, despite an Army directive calling for its publication by late 2019.
Army G-2 leaders must prioritize publication of the OSINT
Army regulation. In addition to clarifying authority processes, the Army regulation should differentiate between
discipline-specific requirements and other single-source
OSINT applications and clarify OSINT-related responsibilities
at the Department of the Army G-2, U.S. Army Intelligence
and Security Command, and U.S. Army Intelligence Center
of Excellence. Finally, the regulation should prescribe a governance process that includes all Army major commands.

Conclusion

As ADM Studeman observed nearly three decades ago, public
information holds staggering potential for Army intelligence.
The Army has yet to realize that potential, or aggressively
pursue OSINT integration, as directed by law. Opportunities
remain, but time is fleeting. As technology continues to evolve,
making up for lost time will become more challenging and
demand even greater investment. We can only hope that we
have moved past “only paying for secrets.”
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